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Idea #4 - Create opportunities to communicate directly with employees about safety
Companies should use both formal and informal methods to facilitate consistent and open communication 
about safety among project owners, management, and employees. Open dialogue helps employees trust that 
management values safety, which empowers them to participate in protecting themselves and their co-workers. 
Project owners should be visible, accessible, and engage in two-way dialogue with employees. It is critical that 
management be sensitive to non-English speaking employees to ensure they can meaningfully participate in safety 
discussions. Some mechanisms for creating an open dialogue both on and off  the jobsite include:

4a. Joint employee-management engagement committees or safety action groups
These committees distribute power and responsibility for safety-related decision making, which 
encourages mutual trust between employees and management. Barriers to employee participation 
should be eliminated.

4b. Daily safety discussions
Daily safety discussions (or huddles) provide an excellent opportunity to involve and empower 
employees in identifying and addressing hazards in a timely manner. They take approximately 15 
minutes and are part of  pre-task daily planning where possible hazards and how to prevent them are 
discussed.  

4c. Joint walk-arounds and informal conversations with employees
A joint management-employee team site walk-around helps identify and address new concerns as they 
emerge during the day. Informal conversations with employees throughout the day are an effective way 
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